
gat cube | price of 
photography 

berlin berlin berlin
3 visions 1 city

The “gat cube | price of photography” is a open call 
organized by the hotel Gat Point Charlie (hotel chain 
Gat Rooms) to support new international photography 
talents.

The competition is framed within the project “berlin 
berlin berlin | 3 visions 1 city”,  a collective exhibition 
that will take place in the Spanish Embassy in Berlin 
and takes the “Arcade Book” by Walter Benjamin as 
an starting point.

Benjamin, an intellectual from Berlin who arrives in 
a foreign country, portraits progressively through 
subjective visions the metropolis of his time, Paris. In 
the exhibition, Berlin is the city protagonist. This city is 
the subject of different visions, depending on who is 
looking. It will be a home to some, a foreign place to 
others and a stop-by place for other more.

There are three categories to participate in:

Category 1 #gatberliner: this is the view of the person 
that has been born/raised in the city of Berlin, a true 
Berliner. Or whoever feels like one!

Category 2  #gattraveller: this is the view of the 
person that is in the city for a short period of time (a 
tourist, someone that comes for a business trip, a 
punctual appointment, etc.)

Category 3 #gatgreeted: this is the view of the person 
that has moved to the city of Berlin for an indeterminate 
period of time.

This open call is for anyone that has an interest 
in participating. No restrictions will be applied 
(nationality, age, career…). 

And remember, we would like to be able to appreciate 
any of these aspects:
Either you send us your vision as someone belonging 
to one of the categories explained above or you send 
us work picturing people that belong to any of the 
categories.

open call
photographies of Berlin

–until 16th of march 2015–

–submission–
To take part please submit your work on Instagram 
at the hastag #mypointgat. 

The 3 categories you  can participate in, correspond 
to the 3 views someone can have about the city of 
Berlin. Maximum of one piece per category!: 

1) view of the born&raised in Berlin: #gatberliner
2) view of the person that is in the city for a short 
period of time: #gattraveller
3) view of the person that has moved to the city 
of Berlin for an indeterminate period of time: 
#gatgreeted

When requested participants will have to facilitate 
GatRooms the original image until the 16th of March 
2015. The following format will be accepted: 1200px 
for the shortest dimension and 4000px for the 
longest dimension, resolution of 300dpi.

Until the 16th of March 2015, 24:00h.

–price– 
An international professional jury will select 
one winner per category. Their decision will be 
irrevocable. The winners will be announced during 
the price ceremony at Hotel Gat Point Charlie in 
Berlin Mitte in April 2015 and:

- The work will be professionally printed and will be 
shown at the art exhibition “berlin berlin berlin” at the 
Spanish Embassy (April and May 2015)
- 1 double room for 1 weekend at Hotel Gat Rossio 
in Lisbon, breakfast included (dates subjected to 
availability)
- Official certificate from the Spanish Embassy as 
the category winner.

The “gat cube | prize of photography” is an initiative of 
Gat Rooms in collaboration with the Embassy of Spain in Berlin

For more information about the open call, please contact us by e-mail at berlinberlinberlin@gatrooms.com


